
Problem Session 6 for Math 29: Xforms and Convergence

Read through the problenis and choose the ones you feel would most benefit von to work on (i.e.
the ones you are least comfortable tackling). Feel free to ask for my help a.s usual.

1. Let X. X2 X,, be iid exponential RVs with common mean .3.
a. Show that X i (niinirnuin) has an exponential distribution itb mean
b. Set up an integral to find P(X( 1 < 4) when rc..=8 and 3 _. 3.
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2. An anthropologist wants to estimate the average height of men for a certain race of people. If
the population standard deviation of male heights is assumed to be 25 inches, and 100 men are
randomly sampled. what i the probability that the difference between the arnpIe iiiean and true
population mean will not exceed . inches? XVliat result did you use to help compute the probability?



:3. Having with MGFs.
a. Let X1, X2. X he a sample of ii Poisson randuni variables with possibly dithrent A. on i lie
same time scale. Using the method of mgfs, what is the distribution of Y X? The mgf for
a Poisson A) is exp1A(et 1)]
b. Suppose you consider 2 independent electrical components which each have life length governed
by an exponential distribution with mean 1. Use the method of niafs to find the mgf and then
density function for the average life length of the two components. The mgf for an exponential

with parailieter () is (1 Ot)



4. Suppose that the distribution of a number of defects on any given bolt of cloth is a Poisson
distribution with mean 5. Suppose a random sample of 125 bolts of cloth arc examined and the
number of defects are counted.
a. Using an approximation result, what. is the probability the total number of defects counted is
less than 687.5? (Hint: look at 3a. for the distribution of the sum of Poissons).
b. Determine the probability that the average number of defects per bolt in the sample of 125 bolts
will be less than 5.5.
c. What do you notice about the probabilities in a arid b? Note: something “nice should occur if
you are consistent in your use of continuity corrections.
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5. Weibull density function.
The Weibull density function is given by

f(x) = rnxm > 0, and 0o.w.

where u and m are positive constants.

Let Y be an exponential RV with mean 8. What distribution does W = have? Hint: The
Weibull info should be useful to you somewhere.
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6. Suppose } and ) denote the length of 1ifi of two different electrical coniporients in hours aiid
that they have a joint continuous distribution given by f(y, Y2) —

(I/S)y exp( (yi +y2)/2),where
i/i > O Y2 > 0.
a. The relative efficiency of the two components is given by U — }/Yj, Suppose we want to find
the marginal pdf of U. Letting 1’ = V1. what is the joint pdf of U and V?
I). How would you find the niargitial of U from the joint in a.? (Set it up). Using integration by
parts (twice). the marginal should be g(u) = 2/(1 + it)3. it > 0. and 0. otherwise. if von decide to
check this later.
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